Jason takes PWRC points on home event
Builth Wells based Jason Pritchard enjoyed a highly successful Wales Rally
GB when the 22 year old rally driver brought his North Road Garage backed
Subaru Impreza home inside the top twenty overall and scored fourth place
points on his debut in the Production car World Rally Championship!
Jason, who finished third overall in the 2010 MSA British Rally Championship,
was contesting his home round of the World Rally Championship in a four
wheel drive car for the first time. A time consuming spin and stall on the very
first forest stage on the rally was a reminder that this would be a very tricky
event. As the former double British two wheel drive champion adjusted to the
WRC specification Scorpion tyres so his confidence grew and Jason, along
with co-driver Robbie Durant, ended the opening day sixth in class.
Day two was the longest of the rally but at the end of the nine high speed and
technical stages the young pairing had overcome a small problem with a front
driveshaft and had climbed the leaderboard to lie fifth in class with just four
more tests to tackle on Sunday. Such was Jason’s confidence in the car that,
despite focusing on a finish and treating the stages with caution, the young
pairing returned to Cardiff for the ceremonial finish on Sunday afternoon a
very impressive twentieth overall and fourth in class – collecting 12
championship points on his debut in the series as an added bonus!
This weekend has exceeded my wildest expectations. We decided to
tackle my home rally for experience as we are undecided on our plans
for next season. I was targeting a top ten in Group N result and so to
trade times with the top drivers in the category is incredible! I have so
many people to thank; Prodrive, Geoff Jones, North Road Garage and
my family – a season like this year would be impossible without such
support!
Jason and Robbie cap off a very
successful debut year in a four
wheel drive with a 100% finish
record in the Subaru Impreza
N2010. The year included two
outright wins and a further two
podium finishes since the pair first
drove the car in March. Jason is
currently evaluating options for
2011 but any program will be
dependant on sourcing additional
budget.
For more information about Jason please visit www.jasonpritchard.co.uk

